Asset Label Buying Guide
Materials and Durability, Applications, and Other
Considerations
Asset tags serve as the foundation for an asset tracking
process, enabling organizations to monitor equipment usage,
plan regular maintenance and repairs, maintain compliance,
streamline reporting and re-ordering, and optimize overall
operations. This guide will help you determine which types
of asset labels are best-suited for your applications and the
most important considerations to weigh when choosing asset
tags and labels.

Polyester, Polypropylene, or Vinyl
For indoor use such as general office use, asset tags are
commonly printed on polyester, polypropylene, or vinyl. A clear
polyester film overlay adds greater protection and enables
asset tags to resist exposure to things like oil and water,
general purpose cleaners, and mild acids.

Determine the Types of Assets You Need to Track
The first step in determining which types of asset tags to
consider is identifying the assets that your organization
should be tracking. Assets fall into two primary categories:
fixed assets and movable assets. Fixed assets include things
like office furniture, machinery and equipment, signs (such as
road signs or building signs), buildings, factories, and fixtures,
HVAC equipment, and similar items. Moveable assets include
things like audio-visual equipment, computers and other
electronics, filing cabinets and storage cabinets, and the like.
Generally, you should track any assets that require
ongoing maintenance and repair, all high-value assets
that are depreciated, and assets that are shared between
departments or locations. Some companies use asset tags
to streamline inventory management, and others use asset
tags to perform compliance audits, reduce loss, and for many
other purposes.

Metalphoto® Anodized Aluminum
For applications requiring greater durability, such as
manufacturing or chemical processing environments,
Metalphoto® anodized aluminum is the material of choice.
These labels are created with a unique manufacturing
process, where the label’s image is below the surface for
superior resistance to extreme heat and cold, UV, and
chemicals and solvents, as well as abrasion. While these
materials offer superior durability, they can be used for many
different applications from laptops to machinery, and they’re
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

Considerations for Selecting Asset Labels
There are several considerations that can help you select
the right asset labels for your application. One consideration
is the value of the assets. For tracking high-value, moveable
assets, for instance, you might consider an asset label with
security features that discourages tampering and theft.
Industry regulations can also come into play. Military
applications, for example, have strict requirements for asset
labels, and there are asset labels designed specifically to
meet the unique needs of certain industries and applications,
such as LDAR tags, warehouse labels, and labels and tags
designed for the utilities industry.

Teflon® Coating
For applications requiring resistance to harsh processes such
as repeated cleaning, painting, e-coat or powder coating,
Teflon® coating may be used on aluminum asset tags for
superior durability.

Some asset labels are durable enough to withstand harsh
conditions or outdoor elements, so it’s important to consider
the environmental conditions in which they’ll be used and
select labels made of materials suitable for the environment:
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Types of Asset Tags for Common Applications
Because asset tags are used in a variety of applications,
asset tags are not a one-size-fits-all purchase. To
accommodate various use cases, there are a multitude of
asset tag types and designs that are suitable for different
purposes. Below is a list of the most common applications
for asset labels, including the primary types of asset tags
suitable for each purpose.
Durable Asset Tags for Indoor and Outdoor Use
Durable foil asset labels are an
ideal choice for many general use
applications where assets may
be exposed to outdoor elements,
chemicals, abrasion, or solvents.
For applications requiring top-notch
durability, rigid aluminum asset
tags are often a good choice. Rigid
aluminum asset tags are often used
in the manufacturing, telecoms, and cable industries, as
well as in healthcare, industrial, and chemical processing
applications.
Durable Asset Tags for Indoor Use
If you’re looking for durable asset labels for indoor use,
premium polyester asset labels are most often used for
indoor applications without exposure to harsh chemicals and
other environmental hazards. Look for labels that offer good
resistance to general purpose cleaners, water, oil, and mild
acids for better durability.
Asset Tags with Security Features
Designed for moveable assets that are
prone to theft or loss, tamper-evident
asset tags help to prevent tampering
and unauthorized transfer by leaving
a clear “VOID” mark on both the label
material and the mating surface
when the label is removed. Another
asset tag option that deters theft,
tampering, and unauthorized transfer is a destructible vinyl
asset tag, which breaks apart if someone attempts to remove
the label from its surface. These labels are best-suited for
indoor use.
Asset Tags for Easy Re-Ordering
Do you have assets that require
frequent re-ordering? This use case is
common in the healthcare industry,
where providers may use essential
supplies in rushed situations and
don’t have time to locate a barcode

scanner to document the use of the asset. Two-part asset
labels are the easy solution, allowing workers to simply pull
the second label from the asset and adhere it to a patient
chart or other documentation. For inventory-based assets,
two-part asset tags streamline the process of re-ordering and
record keeping.
Removable Asset Tags for Short-Term Asset Tracking
Not every asset requires lifetime tracking. You may also
have assets that must be tracked as they move through your
company, but eventually exit the organization. It doesn’t
make sense to invest in permanent asset tags that may not
integrate with the tracking system for the company acquiring
the asset after it leaves your premises, nor does it make
sense to make the investment in durable, permanent asset
tags for assets that will be maintained by your company for
only a short time.
While by no means an exhaustive list, the types of asset
tags described above represent the asset tags and labels
designed for general purposes, and these different types of
asset tags often find use cases spanning every industry. But
for industries with precise application specifications, there
are many other types of asset tags capable of meeting those
requirements, such as:
• UID Labels for MIL-STD-130
• Warehouse Bar Code Labels (including Warehouse Rack
Labels, Retro-Reflective Labels, Hanging Warehouse
Signs, and more)
• Stainless Steel Asset Tags (for robust performance in
caustic environments)
• LDAR Tags & Steam Trap Tags for Leak Detection and
Repair Programs
• Durable Work In Process Bar Code Labels for Harsh
Environments
• Traffic Sign Asset Tags for Municipal RRF Compliance
• Utility Meter Tags, Pole Tags & Bar Code Labels
• Other Label Requirements
Considering the type of asset, environmental conditions,
durability requirements, and industry regulations will help
you choose an asset label that’s up to the task. With the right
asset tags, you’re better able to maintain optimal workloads
and consistent preventative maintenance schedules so that
you can extend the usable life span of your high-value assets.
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